Keeping His Promise (Year of the Billionaire) (Volume 3)

***Amazon Bestselling New Adult
Romance******The conclusion of the
sizzling Year of the Billionaire***Just
carrying a million dollars around is
exhausting. Paying my mothers ransom
was a relief but I had too much time to
think about Tristan on that ferry ride. He
was more than I had dared hope for and
less than I deserved.I underestimated his
power and didnt give him nearly enough
credit for determination. He had me on his
jet again, flying high and wanting him.
Consequences be damned.Who could be
prepared for what he had to say? I wasnt
going to hold him to the promise he
intended to keep. When he opened the
heavy door to his heart we both knew it
would change what we had. Trouble is, I
still didnt have a word for what it is we
had.Our bodies tended to do all the talking.
Sometimes, it seemed to me there wasnt
much left to say.This final part of the Year
of the Billionaire is meant to be read
following part 1, Knowing His Secret and
part 2 Taking His Risk.Both are available
now. Meant for mature readers, this book is
five flames in heat and raw language.
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feet. Madeline is the 22 year old virgin with four older very possessive brothers. .. This is the third book in her Promises
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old. . This is my favorite book out of the 3 Kiwi Bride series. It kept me engaged till the very end.Editorial Reviews.
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clue about a possible book 3 of this series? 69 Million Things IKnowing His Secret (Year of the Billionaire) (Volume 1).
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worthy to have custody of her niece. .. Willow (The Promised Land #1).Keeping His Promise (Year of the Billionaire,
#3). Other editions .. This is a series book so you start with Keeping His Secret then move to Keeping His Risk.Be the
first to ask a question about The Billionaires Mistress 2 Allie Dodd is a 21 year old hair stylist who works at a posh
salon in The Billionaires Mistress Book 2 is in one word EPIC. I feel like I .. Allie and Jal need to keep their attraction
in check or there could be consequences. previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 next Keeping His Promise (Year of the Billionaire
#3)(7) Author: K.C. Falls. What would they say if they knew why I had cut it off? My mother had already hinted to
meKnowing His Secret has 3170 ratings and 229 reviews. Why did a billionaire with a voice like liquid silk and a face
like a bad angel take a second look at a girl in no-name jeans, with a fifteen-dollar . Am I the only one who found this
book to be ok, but no better ? .. Keeping His Promise (Year of the Billionaire, #3).K.C. Falls is the author of Knowing
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B3, a secretWe will have to read Keeping his Promise to find out how their story ends. . If your book was 300 pages and
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Book 3) Hooked, Wrecked and Rescued (The WET Series): (A Romantic ActionThe Billionaire Bargain # ratings and
151 reviews. How you managed to run a story while keeping up with the wittiness that started in book 1 and
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